
MEMORANDUM

July 20, 2005

TO: Members of the Interim Committee on Economic Development

FROM: Legislative Council Staff, (303) 866-3521

SUBJECT: Factors Affecting Location Decisions; Business Climates; and State and Local Tax
Treatments

This memorandum provides information on the factors influencing business location
decisions.  It also discusses studies ranking state and metro area business climates, as well as how
Colorado's state and local tax treatment compares with other states.  

Summary

The most important factor in a company's location decision is the availability
and skill of the labor force.  Other important factors include the cost and availability
of land, the local infrastructure, the proximity to natural resources, the quality of life,
and the proximity to universities or research institutions.  Most studies found that,
when deciding where to do business, businesses considered ease of incorporation,
regulatory burdens, and tax burdens less important than those factors listed above.

Colorado and Denver generally ranked favorably in studies that have
attempted to measure the general business climate and economic competitiveness of
states and metro areas.  On the tax treatment side, Colorado ranked 5  lowest in theth

nation in combined state and local tax collections in FY 2001-02.  The state had the
lowest state taxes in FY 2003-04.  Colorado ranked 8  lowest for corporate incometh

taxes and 20  highest for individual income taxes in FY 2003-04. th
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Important Factors Impacting Business Location Decisions

The following factors are consistently found in research to be considered the most
important in business location decisions.  The existence of a qualified labor force is often
rated as the most important factor regarding location decisions.   However, it is important
to note that many small business location decisions are made based on personal experience
and living preferences rather than business operating variables.  

• Labor.  This is the most important factor of production for most firms.
Higher quality labor can increase productivity and lower a firm's operating
costs significantly.  Therefore, a location with an ample supply of qualified
labor is a big draw for firms.

• Land.  The cost and availability of land impact companies in different ways.
Is enough land available?  Is it close enough to highways, trains, and
airports to meet transportation requirements?  Is it close to customers
and/or suppliers?

• Local infrastructure.  What is the quality and efficiency of government-
provided infrastructures such as roads, bridges, water and sewer systems,
airport and cargo facilities, energy and telecommunications systems, and
how is the government prepared to handle emergencies such as weather
extremes?

• Materials.  Can the company easily obtain the goods and materials it needs
to produce its products or services?  Firms need to be located close to the
natural resources or sources of intermediate goods that they use in
production.

The above factors are direct factors that influence firms' location decisions.  There
are other indirect factors that tend to consolidate the above factors in a particular way that
are also important in the business location decision.

• Industry clusters.  Firms can often realize a savings from locating near
other like firms.  Labor skilled for that industry will congregate in the area
creating a large pool for businesses to access.  They will also draw support
services and suppliers to the area.

• Quality of life.  A region with many quality amenities will attract a large
skilled workforce.  A large labor supply will drive down wages so that
businesses can access skilled labor at relatively low costs.



 The information on these factors came from a study completed by the city of Portland, Oregon:
1

The Portland Development Commission, "Strategy for Economic Vitality Portland 2002," October, 2002.

   Hillyer, C. and I. Smolowitz, "What Top Firms Want From Municipalities", EcDevJournal.com,
2

2000.

    "Tax Incentive Programs:  An Evaluation of Selected Tax Deferrals, Exemptions and Credits
3

for Manufacturers,"  Washington State Department of Revenue, October 1996.

    Rondinelli, Dennis, Speech to the John Locke Foundation luncheon, November 18, 2002.
4

   "Trendsetter Barometer," PriceWaterhouseCoopers Barometer Surveys, September 30, 2002.
5
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• Educational capacity.  Businesses require access to innovation and
workers with updated skills.  Therefore, businesses prefer to locate near
universities or research institutions.  1

Taxes and tax incentives.  Most studies researched by staff indicate that taxes are
less important to most businesses in making their location decisions than many other factors.
In fact, even one of the few studies that ranked taxes as a more important factor still ranked
the availability and skill of the labor force as the most important factor.    2

The Washington State Department of Revenue found that there was little correlation
between job growth and the amount of tax benefit received from sales tax deferrals and job
tax credits.  They summarized that tax incentives are probably not a major factor influencing
the business location process.   Another report found that incentives and state marketing3

efforts were consistently ranked at the bottom of business relocation decisions.4

Many studies indicated that companies will make their location decision and then
look into what tax breaks or benefits are available.  At best, tax incentives appear to make
the difference only in situations where two sites are equally desirable for other reasons and
the tax situation is better on the margin at one location.  For example,
PriceWaterhouseCoopers states that: 

Among those expanding, clearly the most important factors in location
decisions are labor availability and productivity (cited by 60 percent) and
favorable operating costs (58 percent). And, to a lesser degree,
"Trendsetter" companies are motivated by:  following customer or client
opportunities (38 percent), transportation access (35 percent), physical
viability of the site (33 percent), and infrastructure capacity (31 percent).5

Studies on State and Metro Area Competitiveness

 Recent studies have attempted to measure the general business climate and economic
competitiveness of states and metro areas.  Colorado and Denver generally ranked favorably in
each of these studies.  A summary of each of these reports' ranking information on Colorado
and/or Denver is provided below. The full texts of these studies are available upon request.
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Beacon Hill Institute study. The Beacon Hill Institute (BHI), a nonpartisan economic
research organization located at Suffolk University, published a Metro Area and State
Competitiveness Report in 2004 which estimated an index to measure the long-term
competitiveness of the 50 states as well as 50 of the larger metro areas in the country. The study
assessed competitiveness on whether an area had in place policies and conditions that could sustain
a high level of per-capita income and economic growth.  The report also evaluated whether an
area could attract and incubate new businesses and ensure the growth of existing businesses.  

In the report, Colorado had the fifth-best score among states, while Denver had the fifth-
best score among the 50 metro areas.  To rank the states and metro areas, BHI combined
measurable variables into eight subindexes, including government and fiscal policy, security,
infrastructure, human resources, technology, business incubation, openness, and environmental
policy.  Each of these subindexes contain variables that explain certain social and economic
characteristics.  The study's index for both Colorado and Denver are provided as Attachment A.
These indexes show both Colorado's and Denver's rank for each of the variables that the study
measured and identifies each area's competitive advantages and disadvantages.

Clemson University study.  Another study, Economic Freedom in America's 50 States,
published in 1999 by Clemson University, attempted to measure the economic freedom of each
state.  The authors defined economic freedom as "the right of individuals to pursue their own
interests through voluntary exchange under a rule of law."  The index is based on over 100
different individual measures, such as government spending, regulation, welfare, school choice,
taxation, and the judicial system.  In this study, Colorado had the 14th-best score among the 50
states.  The study's overview for Colorado is provided as Attachment B.

Small Business Survival Committee study.  The Small Business & Entrepreneurship
Council  (SBEC) is a nonpartisan, nonprofit small-business advocacy group that works to help
create a favorable and productive environment for small businesses and entrepreneurship.   SBEC
publishes the Small Business Survival Index which attempts to measure and compare the burdens
facing small businesses.  The index ranks states according to 23 major government-imposed or
related costs affecting investment, entrepreneurship, and business that the study identified,
including taxes, health care costs, electricity costs, workers' compensation costs, crime rate,
whether the state is a right to work state, the number of government employees, and the minimum
wage of the state.  According to the 2004 index, Colorado ranked 9th best among the 50 states
(Attachment C). 

Corporation for Enterprise Development Report Card.  The Corporation for Enterprise
Development (CFED) is a nonpartisan, nonprofit organization that promotes asset building and
economic opportunity strategies primarily in low income and distressed communities.  CFED
publishes a Development Report Card which grades states on three indexes that measure different
aspects of economic health.  The performance index measures how well a state economy is
providing opportunity for employment, income, and an improving quality of life.  The business
vitality index measures the vitality of the state's business climate, while the development capacity
index measures the state's capacity for future economic development.  The 2004 report gave
Colorado a "C" in the performance index, an "A" in the business vitality index, and a "B" in the
development capacity index.  Colorado had received an A in each index from the 1998 through
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the 2002 report card.  The report also identifies the state's economic strengths and weaknesses.
The report card for Colorado is provided as Attachment D.

State New Economy Index.  The Progressive Policy Institute (PPI) is a nonprofit research
institute affiliated with the Democratic Leadership Council.  PPI's mission is to define and promote
a new progressive politics for America in the 21st century.  PPI has conducted a study evaluating
21 economic indicators to measure the degree to which state economies were structured and
operated according to the tenets of the "new economy." The study defines the new economy as
"a knowledge and idea-based economy where the keys to wealth and job creation are the extent
to which ideas, innovation, and technology are embedded in all sectors of the economy."  The
report divided the 21 indicators into the  following five categories:  knowledge jobs (jobs that
require at least a two-year degree); globalization; economic dynamism and competition;
transformation to a digital economy; and technological innovation capacity.  The study gave
Colorado the fourth highest ranking among the 50 states, ranking highest in the knowledge jobs
category and third highest in the innovation category.  A summary of Colorado's rankings is
provided as Attachment E.

The Tax Foundation study.  The Tax Foundation, a nonpartisan, tax educational
organization, created a state business tax climate study to help policy makers determine if their
state tax system is economically efficient and whether it helps or hinders business competitiveness.
The study mostly focused on state-level taxes, including the individual income tax, the corporate
income tax, the sales and gross receipts tax, and the unemployment insurance tax.  The study also
looked at the state's fiscal structure overall.  It is important to note that the study did not consider
property taxes.  

In the 2004 study, Colorado had the eighth best tax climate for businesses among the 50
states. The study indicated that Colorado ranks highly by keeping its taxes simple with at a low
flat rate.  According to the study, Colorado ranked well in corporate income taxes (5th) and
individual income taxes (13th) and was in the middle for sales taxes (22 ) and unemploymentnd

insurance taxes (25th). Colorado ranked first in the fiscal balance index because the study noted
that its tax collections per capita and as a percentage of personal income were low compared to
other states.

Economic Freedom Index.  The Pacific Research Institute, a nonprofit research institute
that promotes the principles of individual freedom and personal responsibility by advancing free-
market policy solutions, assessed 143 economic and social variables per state from 1995 to 2003.
It ranked states based on five types of government intervention in the market, including fiscal,
regulatory, judicial, size of government, and welfare.  Colorado ranked 2  in this 2004 study. Thend

study's summary on Colorado is provided as Attachment F.

San Diego Regional Economic Development Corporation study.  A nonprofit economic
development organization in San Diego examined three broad categories to determine the
competitiveness of 19 metro areas across the country.  The three categories the study looked at
were: the economy, the environment, and equity.  The equity category includes income
distribution, housing affordability, investment in public transportation, and congestion.  Denver
ranked 2  in the study, ranking high for its business climate and ability to attract venture capitalnd

funding for start-up companies (Attachment G).  Denver scored lower in congestion, air quality,
and early childhood education. 
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The State and Local Tax Treatment of Businesses in Colorado vs. Other States

Table 1 shows Colorado's rank for various state and local tax burdens.  The burdens are
based on tax collections per $1,000 of personal income.  Colorado ranked 5  lowest in the nationth

in combined state and local tax collections in FY 2001-02 (FY 2001-02 is the latest data available
for local taxes).  Colorado ranked 8  lowest for corporate income taxes in FY 2003-04, collectingth

$1.51 per $1,000 of personal income, lower than the national average of $3.34.  The property tax
is another tax important to businesses.  Colorado is closer to the median for the property tax,
collecting less property taxes per $1,000 personal income than 29 states in FY 2001-02.
Colorado's property taxes per $1,000 personal income include the business personal property tax,
which many businesses cite as being inefficient because it distorts business and consumer decision
making processes.  Meanwhile, Colorado ranked 29  for individual income taxes in FY 2003-04,th

collecting $21.68 per $1,000 personal income, a few cents more than the national average of
$21.11.

Colorado's governmental structure is decentralized.  Broad tax authority is granted to
counties and municipalities compared to other states.  The state tax burden in Colorado is low,
compared with tax burdens in other states.  In fact, Colorado ranked the lowest for total state tax
collections per $1,000 income in FY 2003-04.  With a rank of 12  highest in FY 2001-02, theth

local tax burden is high compared with other states.  Colorado is one of 16 states that does not
collect a statewide property tax. 

Colorado's broad local tax authority causes varying sales and use tax burdens throughout
the state.  Colorado's sales tax structure is very decentralized, and the total sales tax rate can vary
substantially even within municipalities or single zip codes. In addition, the tax rate can deviate
on different goods at the same location.  This has caused an administrative burden for many
businesses in Colorado and also creates a barrier to fair and consistent taxation of goods sold
outside of stores such as on the Internet.  

Table 1
Colorado's Rank in Selected State and Local Taxes Per $1,000 Personal Income

State Taxes - FY 2003-04

Colorado National

Rank Tax High Average Low

     Corporate Income 43 $1.51 $15.74 $3.34 $0.00

     Individual Income 29 $21.68 $41.65 $21.11 $0.00

     Occupation and Business 49 $0.26 $7.24 $1.14 $0.16

     Sales/Use 44 $12.11 $49.40 $21.23 $0.00

Total State Taxes 50 $44.57 $100.07 $63.52 $44.57

Local Taxes - FY 2001-02

     Property 30 $27.25 $53.10 $30.90 $8.31

     Sales/Use 2 $16.60 $24.97 $7.07 $0.00

Total Local Taxes 12 $45.69 $67.19 $42.41 $19.84

*Source: U.S. Census Bureau
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